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This is a first! An editorial message from the System Mentors to the
membership of SCTRI. Yvonne Agazarian has previously written this edi-
torial, in her role as developer of the systems-centered method and Director
of SCTRI. The change reflects a larger change in the life of SCTRI, as we
clarify and separate roles from the individuals who occupy them. As a result
of this larger change, Yvonne is freer to pursue writing, training and devel-
oping the leading edge of system-centered theory, methods and practice (as
you will see in the presentation on roles coming in Conference 2003).

So, the question arose: who carries the particular voice of this edi-
torial, putting into words the developing edge of the organization,
as well as major achievements of the past several months? The

System Mentors were the obvious choice. These mentors have the role of
keeping an eye on the function of the organization-as-a-whole a resource to
all levels of the system, from member to Director. Yvonne Agazarian, Claudia
Byram, Fran Carter and Susan Gantt are the people who currently occupy
the role. So, experience and expertise continues to be available to SCTRI,
as well as SCT.  It is a wonderful experience to discover that we have al-
ready developed the resource we need for this aspect of the transition from
Yvonne as the carrier of so many roles for SCT and SCTRI!

System Mentors consult to any level of the system as asked or as they
see fit, are a resource for conflict resolution at any level of the system, carry
the final yes/no on licensing decisions for members. As you will recognize,
“system mentor” is an integral part of the mentoring function that exists at
all levels of the organization, beginning with the 10-minute mentoring any
member can request of any other member. Basically, all mentors are autho-
rized by both the organization and the members who consult them, with the
level of consultation appropriate to the specific role. Mentors consult and
recommend, not legislate. The only exception is the “legislating” yes/no on
granting licenses to explicitly describe one’s work as “systems-centered”.
Here, we cross the boundary into the outside, legal, world.

As a vehicle for maintaining the particular quality and characteristics
of systems-centered theory, methods and practice the organization, several
years ago, took the decision to trademark the words systems-centered, SCT,
systems-centered therapy, requiring authorization by the owner of the trade-
mark to use these words. This decision was made in order to preserve the
integrity of the method, so that if you go to someone for systems-centered
training or therapy, you in fact get systems-centered work.  Along with a
trademark comes the responsibility of the trademark owner to ensure that
those using the trademark are actually doing what the trademark promises.
What a challenge! As a result, for those who qualify and want to engage in
the process, there is a step from training (learning SCT), to assessment (dem-
onstrating competence in the theory, methods and practice). In our organi-
zation, this activity has become known as “licensing,” and begins to influ-
ence training when individuals choose to enter the Intermediate Level Skill
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FROM THE DIRECTOR–FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

ON THE BOOKSHELF
From Guilford Publications, Dept. 3G
1-800-365-7006
Systems-Centered Therapy
for Groups
by Yvonne M. Agazarian

Contents  include:
I. A Theory of Living Human Systems
II. Systems-Centered Practice

Phase One: The Authority Issue
Phase Two: The intimacy Issue
Phase Three: Life and Interdependency

A glossary of terms and references are also
included. [$40.00 plus handling]

From Jessica Kingsley Publishers
7625 Empire Drive, Florence, KY 14042
(800) 634-7064 • Fax (800) 248-4724
 www.jkp.com

A Systems-Centered Approach To
Inpatient Group Psychotherapy
by Yvonne M. Agazarian

An important text for all those who are interested in
applying systems thinking to therapy, and, with its many
practical examples, particularly useful to those who are
interested in using systems-centered techniques. This
book is built around the transcript of an inpatient therapy
session, giving the reader the opportunity to follow
verbatim how systems-centered therapy actually works.
[$29.95]

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A THEORY
Developing Systems-Centered Theory
by Yvonne M. Agazarian and Susan P. Gantt

In this book, Yvonne Agazarian traces the evolution of
her ideas and their application to create a meta-theory,
the Theory of Living Human Systems. This fascinating
account of her professional life not only documents major
developments in group analysis, but also shows how a
theory is formulated from intellectual and personal
contexts, and how a theory-based practice is generated.
[$28.95]

Training (offered at the annual Conference). Only those who
go all the way through this process and obtain a Systems-
Centered Practioner’s license will be able to represent them-
selves as “systems-centered”, or practicing “SCT”. Those
on their way or simply using some of the methods and tech-
niques can call themselves “system-oriented”, but not “sys-
tems-centered”. This may sound picky, but is required to
maintain the integrity of the license.

Until recently, the owner of the SCT trademark
was Yvonne, as developer. In the past year,
Yvonne passed 10% of trademark ownership to

SCTRI, as a step toward transfer of full ownership. The re-
sponsibility of owner to say “yes” or “no” to the work of any
one individual used to lie with Yvonne alone, which she
implemented with the consultation of the System Mentors.
Now that SCTRI owns part of the trademark, the “yes/no”
was placed with the group of System Mentors, which in-
cludes Yvonne! Efficient!

Hand in hand with these changes the organization has
been focusing on fleshing out a process for assessment than
can begin early in training and continue through licensing.
SCTRI.  The core curriculum is being spelled out more spe-
cifically so that the training paths are clear and easy to fol-
low. A revision of the original SCT Practitioner licensing
agreement is being engineered by the Steering Group. The
current Licensing Group is continuing to define and develop
the peer-driven process of assessment (see report, page 15).
Also, this year the first set of licensed SCT Practitioners is
coming up for re-licensing, and discovering that the impor-
tant issue here is “drift” from the spirit of SCT, and how to
discriminate “drift” from innovation!

Also important is the very active subgroup interested in
organizational and educational applications of SCT and the
energy in the organization to articulate a curriculum for sys-
tems-centered change methods in other than clinical contexts.

Underlying all this work is the crucial issue of research.
Research both tests the hypotheses of the theory and meth-
ods as well as builds the bridge between us and the larger
community. Therefore, an important challenge for us con-
tinues to be the development of our research program. Both
the Management Group and Steering Group are working with
along with the Research Action Group to find the resources
to continue our development in this area.

Training centers in Austin and the Bay Area are still full
of energy and development, the Atlanta Center is beginning
to emerge with new energy, and the Boston and Philadelphia
areas continue to develop. In Europe, members in both the
UK and Stockholm are actively developing themselves as
training centers and SCT Europe. It is especially exciting to
see the various work groups and regional groups developing
as these not only contain the vital energy of the organization
but really make up its heart.

SCTRI continues to grow, and transform!
—System Mentors

USE OF THE SCT® TRADEMARK

Only licensed practitioners of SCT can call
themselves Systems-Centered  anything!

All others call themselves systems-oriented
and MUST be careful not to link that

nomenclature to
SCT or Systems-Centered.

Anyone who wants to use
SCT or Systems-Centered or SCT materials,

and who is not licensed,
must apply to Yvonne Agazarian directly.
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SCT RESEARCH UPDATES

What information is essential in order for people to learn
how to subgroup? That was the question that members of
our research team (Elizabeth Parks, Allison Martin, Fred
Veeder, and Brandon Coblentz) at Kennesaw University were
recently faced with. Our goal was to empirically evaluate
subgrouping as a conflict resolution technique. We trained
people in subgrouping and gave them a controversial topic
to debate. We then compared their group communication
styles and their feelings about group outcome and group cli-
mate to those of a control group.

In order for our study to work, we needed a way to
teach people to subgroup in about half an hour. It
was a rather daunting task, and our lecture ended up

going through several revisions. It was a great learning pro-
cess though, and the end result was a very basic way to ex-
plain subgrouping—and it actually worked! So, we thought
we’d share some of our learnings with our fellow SCT mem-
bers.

Our first learning – and satisfaction - was that the expla-
nation of the theory behind subgrouping, while fascinating,
is not necessary for the subgrouping process to work. The
subtraction of the theory gave us more time to explain the
basics of subgrouping. In designing the lecture, we tried to
concentrate on exactly what groups need to know to sub-
group successfully. We came up with three basic things.
Groups need to know how to talk (“rowing” behaviors), when
to talk, and who to talk to (identifying who is in their sub-
group).

Our first portion of the training, lasting about five min-
utes, was to ask the group members to discuss typical expe-
riences that they have had while working in groups. We dis-
cussed both the benefits of group work and the negative ex-
periences the students had experienced. People usually men-
tioned that they did not like it when someone dominated the
conversation, when people were attacked, etc. This got train-
ees interested in learning a technique designed to resolve
some of these typical group problems.

Next, we introduced the concept of push, wave, and row.
We told them the boat analogy, defined each communication
style, and role-played examples of each. We then broke the
group up into triads and allowed them to practice the tech-
nique. This portion of the training lasted approximately ten
minutes and accomplished our goal of teaching the students
how to talk.

Our next step was to explain the guidelines for
subgrouping. This would allow them to know who to talk to
and when to talk. We walked the participants through a
timeline of subgrouping from the introduction of the topic

and the formation of the first subgroup all the way to inte-
gration of the subgroups. Knowing when to talk was espe-
cially important because the group was self-led during the
actual study. We taught the students to wait for a pause in the
conversation or redundancy in the other subgroup’s conver-
sation. When this occurred, we instructed them to begin a
new subgroup. We learned that it was especially important
to emphasize not to join a subgroup unless the individual
truly resonated with that group.

Our early groups were so eager to row that the conflict—
which we knew was present from a pre-questionnaire—dis-
appeared almost entirely. We also emphasized not using “Yes,
but,” and only speaking to those in the same subgroup. We
did not emphasize eye contact as much as SCT training groups
emphasize it. Instead, we suggested that the students use eye
contact with their group members to help restrain themselves
from interrupting the opposing subgroup. This portion of the
lecture lasted approximately five minutes.

We reserved the last ten minutes of our training time for
a practice subgrouping session. We used a mock topic and
allowed them to practice the technique as a group. The in-
structors served as leaders during this portion, pointing out
when the “guidelines” had not been followed or when some-
one was doing a particularly good job of joining a subgroup.

Because our groups were videotaped, we were able to
tell if our lectures were working and revise them accord-
ingly. By the end of the semester, it was obvious that we
were successfully training people to subgroup in only half
an hour.t

—Allison Martin
allison9587@yahoo.com

TEACHING SUBGROUPING TO A TASK GROUP

IN THIRTY MINUTES OF TRAINING

BOOK REVIEW
Hopper, E., Traumatic Experience in the Unconscious
Life of Groups, Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2003

Earle Hopper, in his important, profound and well rea-
soned book introduces a fourth Basic Assumption
(Incohesion) to the three Basic Assumptions (of Flight/Fight,
Pairing and Dependency) introduced by Bion. Hopper’s
theory of Incohesion provides us with a new way of thinking
about annihilation anxiety, which he discusses in terms of
the unconscious fears of annihilation connected to the fears
of separation.

In his theory of Incohesion: Aggregation/Massification,
Hopper identifies encapsulation as a major defense against
annihilation (related to traumatic experiences around sepa-
ration). What is encapsuled is the unconscious fear of anni-

continued—next page
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hilation and the oscillation between the fission and fragmen-
tation associated with contact-shunning, and the fusion and
confusion associated with merger-hunger. Encapsulation
dynamics contribute to the formation of the personal roles of
Crustacean and Amoeboid, and the social dynamics of Ag-
gregation and Massification. This introductory summary pro-
vides a frame for the dynamics which are discussed at greater
length below.

Incohesion: Aggregation/Massification
(or ba I:A/M)

Earle Hopper defines incohesion as an interaction of in-
ter- and intra-personal processes within a wider trans-gen-
erational social context. (A cousin, perhaps, to SCT’s con-
struct of the pervasive transference.) He summarizes his
theory of incohesion as a universal sequence beginning with
traumatic events (involving loss, abandonment and damage)
followed by fears of annihilation and separation which give
rise to intra-psychic oscillations. These oscillations occur
between processes that he calls Fission and Fragmentation
on the one hand, and Fusion and Confusion on the other,
related to the lost or damaging object.

Fission and Fragmentation are manifested in what he
calls Aggregation in persons and society which are neither
interdependent, nor in sympathy with one another (a group
of the alienated?). Fusion and Confusion are manifested
in to what he calls Massification where there is a maximal
degree of mutual attraction based on illusion and without
interdependence or sympathy with one another (a group that
is enchanted and merged?). We in SCT would ask whether
the common factor is the absence of attunement, empathy
and resonance within, between and among people in both
subgroups.

Hopper states that the intra-psychic oscillation be-
tween these two states is defended against by en-

capsulation, a process that attempts to survive the introjected
object which is experienced as a foreign body in the psyche.
Dissasociations from the encapsulation become contained in
character formations (SCT would probably identify them as
roles) which he calls Crustacean and amoeboid. The crusta-
cean is contact-shunning and is characterized by the fission
and fragmentation of Aggregation. The amoeboid is merger-
hungry and is characterized by the fusion and confusion of
Massification.

What we may learn most from reading Hopper’s pro-
found thinking presented in this surprisingly readable book
is how he makes the bridge from his theory to the treatment
of difficult patients. He identifies Aggregation
and Massification as a characteristic of regressed groups. In
groups of the traumatized, however, where survivor guilt,
and perhaps more important, survivor shame underlies the
suffering, Aggregation and Massification are likely to be
chronic.

Hopper discusses three of his groups, which communi-
cate the dedication he has to his theory and the attunement
he has with the unconscious that his theory reveals. In the
first two groups, he explores the two different characteriza-
tions or crustacean and amoeboid characteristics (two differ-
ent members who typify the roles) within the context of a
group-analytic group in which he frames his associative in-
terpretations to the group process to the deep primal responses
to separation and trauma. His examples are particularly il-
lustrative by his focus on the group’s reactions to separation
as they prepare for his absences.

In his discussion of the third group he makes a cogent
and moving argument for applying the principles of his ba-
sic assumption about Incohesion to survivors of trauma, en-
abling them to survive anew the pain of annihilation anxiety,
survival guilt, and, as he says, most importantly, survivor
shame. Most moving, is his understanding that because of
the shame of being abused, it is important to work the trau-
mas in homogenous groups.

Where Hopper’s Theory of Incohesion complements our
thinking is in a deeper understanding of the dynamics of the
phase of intimacy. We explain the splitting that occurs in the
Intimacy Phase in terms of the vicissitudes of discrimination
and integration in the process of separation and individua-
tion: attributing separation to discriminating differences in
the apparently similar and individuation to discriminating
similarities in the apparently different. The deeper, psycho-
dynamic experiences of alienation we explain in terms of a
barrier experience in which there is a primary split between
good and bad which makes it impossible to discriminate the
good in the bad or the bad in the good. Thus the emergence
of the roles characterized either by alienation and blind de-
spair or by merging and blind hope.

Where Hopper is importantly different in his approach
is that both his thinking and his interpretation to group and
individual dynamics is deeply related to the personal and
social unconscious, whereas ours are related to the develop-
ment of apprehensive containment that enables the individual
and the group to discover titrated layers of unconscious ma-
terial. Hopper’s work is particularly important for us in SCT
as it is an extraordinarily readable representation of how one
thinks, and how one interprets group and individual dynam-
ics that exist at a deeper level of unconsciousness than those
addressed by either Freud or Klein.

Hopper’s Incohesion dynamics are pre-splitting and re-
lated to universal human principles of annihilation anxiety,
which he discusses in terms of the deeply unconscious fears
of annihilation connected to the fears of
separation. For our SCT group members it will be interest-
ing to explore the similarities and the differences between
Hopper’s understanding of the fears of annihilation around
separation with the experiences that occur for us as
we continue to surface deeper and deeper levels of the un-
known in the process of transformations.t

—Yvonne Agazarian

BOOK REVIEW–FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
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THE 10-MINUTE CONSULT
The first time I ever utilized the SCT consultation ben-

efit occurred soon after I had joined SCTRI, following a few
months in an SCT training group. It was the night before I
was scheduled to appear on an NPR talk show, and as I pre-
pared for bed I noticed that I was quite anxious.  Unable to
sleep, I tried to undo my own anxiety.  I already knew many
techniques to reduce anxiety, in addition to the ones I was
learning through SCT, but they were to no avail.  Although I
could identify the thoughts that were making me anxious,
and also tried meditation and breathing exercises to calm my
body, I continued to worry and angst about the pending in-
terview.

Normally, I might either have stayed awake for hours,
or called a friend with whom I would obsess about the inter-
view. Instead, I decided to check out the “free 10 minute
consultation” that was part of membership in SCTRI. Tele-
phoning an acquaintance in my training group with whom I
had become friendly and was more experienced in SCT than
me, I somewhat breathlessly told him my problem. In a sleepy
voice, he asked me to get physically centered and then led
me through the same exercise to reduce anxiety that  I had
tried on my own.  However this time, much to my surprise, it
worked!

Within a few minutes of identifying a negative predic-
tion (that I would make a fool of myself on radio with all my
colleagues, patients, and friends listening in) and acknowl-
edging that I could not predict the future, my anxiety totally
dissipated!  I even got in touch with the underlying emotion,
which much to my surprise was excitement!  I was actually
feeling quite pleasantly excited, curious and looking forward
to the very event that I had been fearing moments before.
Expressing my appreciation for the consult, soon fell asleep
and awoke the next day still looking forward to the interview.

Not only did the radio appearance go well, I even en-
joyed it and had some fun!  Since then, I have utilized both
formal and informal consultations with other members of
SCTRI, for personal and professional problems, with great
success and appreciation. t

—Michael Silverstein

THUMBNAIL  SKETCHES

THE SAVI GRID IN INDIVIDUAL THERAPY
I am finding I am using the SAVI Grid in individual

therapy, something I had not originally thought of doing. It
provides a concrete way to help clients think about their in-
ternal talk and notice how they stop information flow be-
tween their apprehensive and comprehensive subsystems.

I recently introduced it to a client in our first session
after she began talking about painful interactions in her fam-
ily. In describing a phone conversation with her brother she
quickly realized she had immediately moved into attack be-
havior based on a mind read. She then discovered that her
attack was a defense against both her sadness and anger at
his moving away. She came in a week later, gestured to the
Grid and said, “I never realized how mean I am in talking to
people.” She had really been reflecting on it during the week.
This has led her to realize how angry she is and be surprised
at that! So now we are exploring anger. Using SAVI seemed
to facilitate this much quicker than I would have expected. t

—Brent Elwood

INSIGHTS INTO THE RECREATION OF OUTRAGE:
EXPERIENCES OF HAVING BEEN ADOPTED BY

A FERAL CALICO CAT
In SCT terms I became sharply aware of boundaries and

the importance of remaining at the fork-in-the-road in con-
taining, not retaliating to broken skin bites, scratches and
having being sworn at in the most unconscionable epithets
of outrage. Play times have definitely increased communi-
cation and creativity in seeming to heal and bond us as friends.
Just these lessons have paid enormous dividends over the
last six months in adapting to different contexts and roles for
now I have a cat-friend that I can describe as having achieved
the dissolution of most defenses, even mellow and affection-
ate but someone who keeps me on my toes in awareness at
all times. t

—William Smith

YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT YOU ARE MISSING!
There is a SAVI phone bridge seminar that meets once a month. It is a learning gold mine. I only have one

distraction when I attend—I can’t understand why everyone else isn’t there. I use what I learn in SAVI when I
facilitate a group, when I’m negotiating with my partner and even when I talk to myself. I feel like a detective with a
secret weapon that allows me to see and understand what others don’t notice. SAVI gives me an added compass when
I’m lost and want to find where I’ve gone, or when I want to dissect what happened between myself and another when
I was taken over in a whirlwind of feeling. I feel like a person showered with riches when this small intimate SAVI
group works through something in me that I didn’t quite know was there. I just keep wondering when the secret will
get out and people will learn what they’re missing. How I got connected was by contacting Claudia Byram at
claudia.byram@verizon.net. —Ben Benjamin
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SAVI  in a Nutshell

SAVI - System for Analyzing Verbal Interaction
developed by Yvonne Agazarian & Anita Simon

SAVI, pronounced “savvy”, is the name of a system for analyzing the verbal interaction between
people when they communicate.

SAVI introduces you to a framework that allows you to make informed judgements  about the
effects you can expect certain kinds of talk to have.

HOW something is said influences WHAT gets heard. Sometimes the message sent is
the message received. Sometimes the message received is quite different from the message the
sender meant to send.

SAVI  provides a way of thinking about and describing communication so you can:
1. Get a mental picture of what is happening when people are talking.
2. Predict what is likely to happen next.
3. Try to change the course of those events, if you wish.

The SAVI system is based on the idea that all human behavior can be described as problem-solving
behavior that either approaches or avoids the problem to be solved. Human problems are any
conditions that create stress for human beings.

The basic “problem” in communication that needs to be solved before any effective communication
can happen is HOW to communicate. When this problem is solved, information can be transferred
from one person to another. When this problem is only partially solved, then information is
transferred in ways that make for misunderstanding. Misunderstanding creates stress.

The problem of HOW to communicate is a more fundamental issue in communication than WHAT
to communicate. When people are in stress about the HOWS of communication, their behavior is
related more to this “how” problem than it is related to the stated purpose or subject matter of their
communication. Therefore, the problem of HOW to communicate has to be solved to some
satisfactory extent before the problem of WHAT to communicate can be dealt with.

The SAVI system identifies the different ways that people behave when they communicate, and
describes these behaviors in terms of the basic problem of HOW to transfer information. Verbal
behavior is behavior, although it is not usually talked about in that way. It makes sense, however, to
say that a question is a different kind of verbal behavior from an answer, and that both of these are
different from a proposal, a joke, or a put-down. Since any content can be conveyed using any
behavior, it follows that the same information can be conveyed by a question, or a proposal or a
joke, or a put-down.  However, although WHAT is being said may be the same, how effectively the
information will be used will depend very much on HOW it is communicated.

Copyright Agazarian & Simon, 1997

SCT
®
, Systems-Centered

®
, and Systems-Centered Therapy

®
 are registered trademarks of Dr. Yvonne M. Agazarian

and the Systems-Centered Training and Research Institute.
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Late Registration Available
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Systems-Centered ® Training Overview
This information is for those of you who are interested in
the options for learning more about Systems-Centered
Training (SCT). The activities described here are part of an
emerging network of training resources. These resources
can be explored as your interests and skills lead you, or
approached in a systematic way with the goal of becoming
thoroughly trained in the theory and practice of SCT and
becoming a licensed systems-centered practitioner..
Systems-Centered workshops are also often offered through
American Group Psychotherapy Association Conferences
and the meetings of other professional organizations.

Systems-Centered training is a combination of group work
practicum where you learn by working as a member of a
group, theoretical and technical training. You can learn about
Systems-Centered Training by attending training events at
the level that matches your interest and resources - time,
energy and money—from exploring SCT to making a
commitment to formal training. The time, energy and money
invested in SCT training varies from time to time for
members, based on life circumstances.

The SCT approach to training is functional. The emphasis
is less on “checking off” certain experiences than on actually
mastering the theory, methods, and the techniques.

Five working levels have emerged for people interested in
learning SCT:

• Exploration
• Foundation Training
• Intermediate Training
• Advanced Training
• Trainer Training

EXPLORING SCT

In exploring SCT you can attend training events once or as
many times as you find useful. Some find the training group
valuable for their own development; others want to learn
the theoretical approach well enough to compare it to their
own; others use elements of theory and technique in their
current practical applications. At this level of participation,
you are your own guide, sipping or drinking deeply as your
interests and resources permit.

FOUNDATION TRAINING

Some people discover enough value in SCT theory and
practice to consider making SCT a primary orientation to
their work. At this point it makes sense that one’s training
experiences are building a foundation for later work.

Especially important at this level is the personal development
and training that comes from working in an ongoing training
group with sufficient intensity to explore and contain one’s
own issues with authority. At a minimum, a training group
and some work with theory are foundations to further work
in SCT. If you find yourself exploring this shift into more
structured training, you should make contact with an SCT
Mentor to find out more about the training process.

INTERMEDIATE TRAINING

Having learned to use SCT as a training group member, to
understand basic SCT theory, and to understand and contain
the dynamics of their own authority issue, people become
eligible to move to Intermediate training experiences. The
Intermediate level of training introduces more focus on
theory, on the technical skills of SCT, on managing role
boundaries, and on containing the dynamics of a system.
The transition to Intermediate work increasingly involves
working in the Containing role in experiential groups, that
is, working as a group member, but with the addition of
conscious awareness of oneself as a function of the group
and of the group in which one is functioning.

Major components of Intermediate training are the
Intermediate Skills Training, the Intermediate Mentor
Training, and the Authority Issue Group. The Skills Training
focuses on the technical skills of defense modification in
Modules 1 and 2. The Intermediate Mentor Training focuses
on the management of oneself in relation to changing roles
and goals as member and mentor. The Authority Issue
Group is a training group working the issues of Module 3
in depth. At the Intermediate level, participants work in a
Theory group and a Consultation group in addition to their
ongoing training group.

ADVANCED TRAINING

Advanced training roles and activities are emerging. These
include a blend of training group practicum, theory and
supervised application, with an emphasis on the integration
of comprehensive and apprehensive understanding in the
context of managing all relevant boundaries in an application
setting. One avenue of Advanced training is participation in
a process of self-evaluation for licensing with peers.

TRAINER TRAINING

Formal training is still emerging at this level. Some elements
of Trainer training are available as staff in SCT Weekend
Workshops. ◆
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Notice Board
Systems-Centered ® Training

Training Events

and

Workshops

2003

March 2003 Update

SCT®, Systems-Centered®, and Systems-Centered Therapy® are registered trademarks of
Dr. Yvonne M. Agazarian

and the Systems-Centered Training and Research Institute.
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ATLANTA
MONTHLY TRAINING GROUP
with Susan Gantt
Monthly SCT group with group practicum,
theory and supervision.
• Where: 18 Lenox Pointe, NE , Atlanta, GA
• When:

One Friday a month, 12:15-5:30 pm ($150)
12:15-1:15 Theory and Leadership

alternating months ($45)
1:20-2:30 Consultation ($45)
2:35-5:30 Training Group with Review ($80)
Dates: Mar. 21, Apr. 18, May 9, June 13,

Aug. 1, Aug. 22, Nov. 7, Dec. 12
• Contact: Susan Gantt (404) 261-5559 x1

or sgantt@systemscentered.com
. . . . . . . . . .

ONGOING TRAINING GROUP
with Susan Gantt
• Where: 18 Lenox Pointe, NE , Atlanta, GA
• When: 3:00-4:20 PM - every other Monday

Dates: Mar. 24, Apr. 21, May 5 &  19,
June 2, 16 & 30, July 28, Aug. 11 & 25

• Registration: $40 per meeting.
• Contact: Susan Gantt (404) 261-5559 x1

or sgantt@systemscentered.com
. . . . . . . . . .

ATLANTA SYSTEMS-CENTERED
SYMPOSIUM
with Yvonne Agazarian & Susan Gantt
• Where: Agnes Scott College, Decatur, GA
• When: October 16-24, 2003:
• Working with Individuals and Groups
(Foundation & Intermediate Training):
Systems-Centered Methods for Resolving
Conflicts and Facilitating Change
• Working with Couples: The Systems-
Centered Approach
• Working with Organizations and Business
in the Context of Change: The Systems-
Centered Methods
• Registration: Each 2-day event, $350.

10% discount on any two events.
15% discount for all three.

• Contact: Susan Gantt (404) 261-5559 x1
or sgantt@systemscentered.com

AUSTIN
MONDAY SCT INTERMEDIATE
TRAINING GROUP
with Rich Armington and Susan Cassano
Group practicum, theory and skill building
• Where: 2525 Wallingwood Drive

Suite #701, Austin, TX
• When: 12:00 - 1:30 PM
• Contact: Rich Armington (512) 306-0166

or Susan Cassano (512) 327-4170

TUESDAY SCT FOUNDATION
TRAINING GROUP
with Rich Armington and Susan Lange
Group practicum, theory and forcefield Work
• Where: 2525 Wallingwood Drive

Suite #701, Austin, TX
• When: 4:00 – 5:30 PM
• Contact: Rich Armington (512) 306-0166

. . . . . . . . . .
WEDNESDAY SCT CONSULTATION
GROUP
with Rich Armington and Susan Cassano
Applications of The Theory of Living Human
Systems to work settings
• Where: 2525 Wallingwood Drive

Suite #701, Austin, TX
• Where: 9-10AM - 1st & 3rd Wednesdays
• Contact: Rich Armington (512) 306-0166

or Susan Cassano (512) 327-4170
. . . . . . . . . .

WEDNESDAY FREE WHEELING
STUDY GROUP IN AUSTIN
Group meets the 1st, 3rd and 5th Wednesday
of the month for SCT  training. This group is
open to anyone who has been in the role of
Mentor in the Skill Training.
• When: 12:15-1:30 PM
• Contact: Rich Armington (512) 306-0166

. . . . . . . . . .
THURSDAY FOUNDATION TRAINING
GROUP
with Sydnor Sikes and Joy Luther
Weekly 90 minute sessions to include didactic
and group practicum
• Where: 508 Deep Eddy, Suite 1-A,

Austin, TX
• When: Thursdays - 12:30-2:00 PM
• Contact: Sydnor Sikes (512) 469-0582

or Joy Luther (512) 343-9609

BOSTON
BOSTON FOUNDATION GROUP
with Fran Carter
• Where: 86 Boston Ave.

West Medford, MA 02155
• When: 9:00-12:00 noon.

First Sunday of  month.
• Registration: $80 per meeting
• Contact: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. . . . . . . . . .

BOSTON ONGOING TRAINING GROUP
with Fran Carter and Steve Weinstein
Group practicum with lecture.
• Where: 86 Boston Ave.

West Medford, MA 02155
• When: 1:45-4:45 PM

First Sunday of  month.
• Registration: $80 on-site.
• Contact: Steve Weinstein (781) 488-361

. . . . . . . . . .

BOSTON TRAINING WEEKEND
with Steve Weinstein and Claudia Byram
Training group & didactic with opportunity
for Container Role.
• When: June 7-8, 2003

9AM-5PM Sat & Sun
• Where: 86 Boston Ave.

West Medford, MA 02155
• Registration: $300 early registration

$375 later 4/1/03
• Contact: Steve Weinstein (781) 488-3613

ENGLAND
LONDON - SYSTEMS CENTERED®

CONFLICT-RESOLUTION METHODS IN
ORGANIZATIONS, GROUPS & COUPLES
• June 11-12, 2003

Systems-Centered Methods for Organiza-
tions with Yvonne Agazarian

• June 13-15, 2003
Introduction to Using SCT in Groups
with Yvonne Agazarian & Ray Haddock

• June 16-17, 2003
Intermediate SCT Training for Clinicians
with Yvonne Agazarian & Richard O’Neill

• June 19-20, 2003
Systems-Centered Methods for Couples
with Yvonne Agazarian

• June 21-22, 2003
Attachments in Functional Subgroups
with Yvonne Agazarian & Una McCluskey

• Contact: Mary Horton 0207-387-3981 or
Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428.

. . . . . . . . . .
YORK  SYSTEMS-CENTERED
TRAINING
with Yvonne Agazarian, Fran Carter, and
Susan Gantt
Three training tracks: Foundation,
Intermediate Skills and Organizational
Applications
• When: September 8-12, 2003
• Contact: Susan Gantt (404) 261-5559 x1

or sgantt@systemscentered.com

NEW YORK
NY FIRST WEDNESDAY OF THE
MONTH: INTERMEDIATE SCT
TRAINING
 with Yvonne Agazarian & Fran Carter
• Where: Washington Square Institute, NYC
• When: Theory: 10:00-11:45 am ($75)

Consultation Group: 12:00-1:45 PM ($75)
Leadership Practicum: 2-3 PM ($90 w/Group)
Leadership Skill Training 4-5 PM ($35)
Groups meet the first Wednesday of
each month except August or September.

• Registration: Full day: $200 + $35 for
Leadership Skill Training.
Review $35 additional charge.
Airline commuters: Full day $175 + $35 Skill
Training.

• Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

All fees listed for training groups are for mem-
bers of the Systems-Centered® Training and
Research Institute. Non-member fees are:

• 90 minute training groups are an
additional $5.

• Half-day or Full-day events  are an
additional $25.

Notice Board Updates on the web
www.systemscentered.com
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NY FIRST THURSDAY OF THE
MONTH: (after the first Wednesday)
FOUNDATION LEVEL SCT TRAINING
with Yvonne Agazarian & Fran Carter
• Where: Washington Square Institute, NYC
• When:

Theory: 8:30-9:30  & Group
Practicum: 9:30 AM-12:30 ($125)

Leadership Practicum & Review:
1:00-2:55 PM ($75)

Consultation: 3:00-4:45 PM ($75)
Groups meet on the first Thursday of the
month (after the first Wednesday) except
August or September.

• Registration: Full day: $240.
Airline commuters: Full Day: $215.

• Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
or Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. . . . . . . . . .
NY FRIDAY TRAINING GROUP
with Fran Carter
• Where: Hotel Olcott, 27 W. 72nd, NYC
• When: 2:00 PM-5:00 PM, one Friday each

month except August & September
• Registration: $110
• Contact: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. . . . . . . . . .
FIRST FRIDAY OF THE MONTH:
TRAINING GROUP
with Yvonne Agazarian
This is a closed training group.
• Where: Washington Square Institute, NYC
• When: Group meets on the first Friday of

the month except August and September.
• Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA FIRST MONDAY OF
THE MONTH: SAMPLING SCT
with Yvonne Agazarian
Everybody is welcome to attend an introduc-
tory “explaining and exploring” of the SCT
experience. Container Role training available
for experienced SCT members.
• Where: Philadelphia County Medical

Society, 21st & Spring Garden Streets
(On-site parking)

• When: 6:00-9:00 PM
The first Monday of each month except for
August and September.

• Registration: $50 on-site or in advance.
• Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428

. . . . . . . . . .

PHILADELPHIA MONDAY:
SCT ONGOING GROUP PRACTICUM
with Yvonne Agazarian
• Where: Philadelphia County Medical

Society, 21st & Spring Garden Streets
(On-site parking)

• When: 6:00-7:30 PM Every Monday
(First Monday optional)

• Registration: $25 on-site or in advance.
• Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428

. . . . . . . . . .

PHILADELPHIA MONDAY:
SCT TRAINING GROUPS
• Where: Philadelphia County Medical

Society, 21st & Spring Garden Streets
(On-site parking)

• When: 4:30-5:45 PM Every Monday
(First Monday optional)
Second Monday: Theory with Fran Carter
Third Monday: Leadership Practicum

with Yvonne Agazarian
Fourth Monday: Consultation

with Yvonne Agazarian
Fifth Monday: SAVI

with Anita Simon
• Registration: $25 on-site or in advance.
• Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428

. . . . . . . . . .

PHILADELPHIA LAST WEDNESDAY
OF THE MONTH: SCT TRAINING
MORNING
with Claudia Byram, Fran Carter and
Jeff Eiberson
• When: Theory Seminar 9:00-10:30 AM,

and Group Practicum 10:30 AM-12:30 PM,
the last Wednesday of the month except
August and September. These courses can
be taken separately or together.

• Where: Friends Hospital
4641 Roosevelt Blvd. (On-site parking)

• Registration: $40 for single course;
$70 for both

• Contact: Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341,
Fran Carter (215) 988-9523, or
Jeff Eiberson (215) 546-1767

. . . . . . . . . .
PHILADELPHIA LAST WEDNESDAY
OF THE MONTH: SCT TRAINING
GROUP
with Yvonne Agazarian
Membership in an ongoing training group.
Skill training in SCT techniques of functional
subgrouping, boundarying, and the hierarchy
of defense modification.
• Where: 1831 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
• When: 6:00-8:30 PM The last Wednesday

of the month except August.
• Registration: $50 on-site or in advance.
• Contact: Jeff Eiberson (215) 546-1767

. . . . . . . . . .
LAST FRIDAY OF THE MONTH:
INTERMEDIATE SCT TRAINING DAY
with Yvonne Agazarian
• Where: 1831 Chestnut Street, Phila., PA
• When: Theory Group: 12:00-1:15pm

Consultation: 1:30-2:40pm
Leadership Practicum: 2:45-4:05 PM
Ongoing Group Practicum (by invitation only):

4:15-5:45pm
Does not meet in January or August

• Registration: $25 per group per session
or $100 for entire training day .

• Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
. . . . . . . . . .

PHILADELPHIA THURSDAY:
SCT TRAINING GROUP
with Claudia Byram
This Foundation level group is for people new or
nearly-new to SCT and will combine theory and
methods with experiential work. The group is
appropriate for those interested in exploring SCT,
for those interested in exploring themselves in a
systems-centered context, as well as those who
think they would like to go on to more extensive
SCT training.
• Where: 1831 Chestnut Street, Ste. 801,

Philadelphia, PA
• When: 8:00-9:30am, Two Thursdays a month
• Dates: Mar. 13 & 27, Apr. 24, May 8 & 22,

Jun. 12 & 26, Jul. 10 & 24
• Registration: $50 per month
(If the group meets and you are not able to
attend, the monthly fee still applies. However,
if the group only meets once in a month, the fee
is $25)
• CE credits available
• Consent form for audio recording &
transcription required
• Contact: Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341 or
claudia.byram@verizon.net

. . . . . . . . . .

INTERMEDIATE WORKSHOP
GIVING & TAKING A UTHORITY
with Yvonne Agazarian
By application only
• Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia
• When: Fall Dates: November 16-20, 2003.
• Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428

. . . . . . . . . .

SIX-DAY INTERMEDIATE MENTOR
SKILLS TRAINING
with Fran Carter
By application only
• Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia
• When: November 15-20, 2003.
• Contact: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523

. . . . . . . . . .

SYSTEMS-CENTERED® TRAINING
CONFERENCE 2003
PHILADELPHIA, PA

April 7-11, 2003
Pre-Conference Institute:

April 5-6, 2003
Racquet Club of Philadelphia

Contact: Rich Armington
Armington@aol.com • 512-306-0166

or Susan Cassano
Scassano2@aol.com • 512-327-4170

Online registration also available:
www.systemscentered.com

Note: Psychology guidelines suggest we
substitute the word “consultation” for
“supervision”. Supervision is reserved for
supervisors who are taking legal
responsibility for the supervisee’s cases.
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PHILADELPHIA FALL WEEKEND SCT
WORKSHOP
with Yvonne Agazarian, Claudia Byram, and
Susan Gantt
Foundation and Intermediate Group member-
ship available. Opportunity for working in the
Container and Mentor Roles.
• Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia
• When: November 21-23, 2003
• Registration: $375 before November 1,

$425 after.
• Foundation Group: For those new to SCT

or for more experienced members who want
to work in the containing role.

• Intermediate Group: For those experienced
with Systems-Centered phases of develop-
ment who want to work in a group that is
structured to explore each of the phases.

• Contact: Yvonne Agazarian (215) 561-7428
. . . . . . . . . .

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO EVERY OTHER
MONTH TRAINING DAY
with Susan Gantt
Group practicum, leadership, consultation
• When: Fridays, 9am-5pm PT, bimonthly

Dates: Mar. 7, May 16, July 11, Sept. 19,
Dec 5

• Fee: $150 with a 6-session commitment
• Contact: Lucy Fine (510) 658-1122

. . . . . . . . . .
SAN FRANCISCO ONGOING
MONTHLY STUDY GROUP WITH
CONSULTATION
with Fran Carter and Susan Gantt
• When: 9:00 am -10:00am PT

Meetings will be on SCTRI telephone
bridge. Call (620) 584-8200 PIN 999678 at
the appointed time.

• Contact: Katherine Straznickas (415) 665-9234
or John Straznickas (415) 221-4810, ext. 3123

. . . . . . . . . .
SAN  FRANCISCO INTRODUCING
SYSTEMS-CENTERED TRAINING
with Susan Gantt
For Clinicians, Consultants & Curious People
This SCT training group introduces the methods
of SCT: first, by looking at the application of the
theory to organizations, and second, by working
with group dynamics in an experiential training
group.
• When: Thursdays, 4-6:15pm PT, bimonthly

Dates: Mar 6, May 15, July 10, Sept. 18,
Dec 4

• Contact: Fort Mason Center, Rm C230
• Registration: $40 per session of $200 for 6
• Contact: Susan Gantt (404) 261-5559 x1

or sgantt@systemscentered.com

DROP-IN STUDY GROUP
ON THE PHONE
• When: 3rd Friday of the month, 12-1PM ET

Call (620) 584-8200 PIN 999678
Dates: Jan 17, Feb 21, Mar 21, Apr 18,
May16, Jun 20, Jul 18.

• Any member can come, any time, as a
benefit of membership. The only cost is the
phone connection.

• The Study Group is a place where members
can interact around questions, ideas, curi-
osities, areas of interest about the Theory of
Living Human Systems and Systems-
Centered methods & techniques. A licensed
or license-qualified SCT member will attend
each meeting to convene & mentor the group.

. . . . . . . . . .
APPLICATIONS GROUP FOR
ORGANIZATIONAL CONSULTANTS
AND EDUCATORS
with Susan Gantt
Designed for consultants and educators who
are applying The Theory of Living Human
Systems and systems-centered methods in
organizational and educational settings.
• When: Monthly, 9-10AM.

Call (620) 584-8200 PIN 999678
Dates: Mar. 19, Apr. 16, May 21, June 8,

July 16, Aug. 20, Sept. 17
• Using the theory and methods of SCT, the

group explores specific applications and
examples from members’ experiences. The
group works with the issues that are surfaced
by the group, such as assessing the work that
is appropriate to the context and the goal of
the context or integrating the SCT methods
with the language of the context.

• Registration: $30 per session. (You pay
your own long distance charge.) Send check
payable to Susan Gantt, 18 Lenox Pointe
NE, Atlanta, GA 30324.

• Contact: Susan Gantt (404) 261-5559 or
sgantt@systemscentered.com

. . . . . . . . . .
MONTHLY SAVI APPLICATION
SEMINARS
See listing under SAVI.

. . . . . . . . . .
SAN FRANCISCO ONGOING
MONTHLY STUDY GROUP
See listing under San Francisco.

. . . . . . . . . .

SAVI  WORKSHOPS
MONTHLY SAVI APPLICATIONS
SEMINARS
with Anita Simon and Claudia Byram
• When: One Friday a month,

10AM -11:30AM ET
Advance sign-up not required.

• Dates: Mar 21, Apr 18, May 16, June 20,
July 18, Sept. 19, Oct. 17, Nov. 21, Dec. 19
Meetings are on SCTRI telephone bridge.
To use the bridge line, call (620) 584-8200
PIN 999678 at the appointed time. [Long
distance charges do apply.]

• Fee: $45
• Contact: Claudia Byram (215) 561-0341

cbyram@questinternet.net
. . . . . . . . . .

SCT PHONE SEMINARS
For seminars on the SCT phone bridge
line. Call (620) 584-8200 PIN 999678, at
the appointed time.  Long distance charges
do apply.

THEORY GROUP ON THE PHONE
with Fran Carter and Susan Gantt
• When: 2nd Wednesday of the month,

9-10AM ET. Call (620) 584-8200 PIN 999678
• Registration: $35 per hour. (You pay your

own long distance charge.) Send check
payable to Susan Gantt, 18 Lenox Pointe
NE, Atlanta, GA 30324.

• Contact: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 or
Susan Gantt (404) 261-5559 or
sgantt@systemscentered.com

. . . . . . . . . .
FOUNDATION THEORY GROUP ON
THE PHONE
with Fran Carter and Susan Gantt
• When: 2nd Wednesday each month,

10:05-11 AM ET.
 Call (620) 584-8200 PIN 999678

• For newer members interested in building
an SCT group to explore the Theory of
Living Human Systems & Systems-
Centered practice.

• Registration: $35 per hour. (You pay your
own long distance charge.) Send check
payable to Susan Gantt, 18 Lenox Pointe
NE, Atlanta, GA 30324.

• Contact: Fran Carter (215) 988-9523 or
Susan Gantt (404) 261-5559 or
sgantt@systemscentered.com

. . . . . . . . . .

SCTRI
MANAGEMENT GROUP

SCT MANAGEMENT GROUP MEMBERS
ONLY
with Yvonne Agazarian and Kenneth Eisold
• Where: Racquet Club of Philadelphia
• When: October 9-12, 2003 and

March 11-14, 2004
• Contact: Eileen Jones (212) 673-4968 or

pershore@aol.com
. . . . . . . . . .

All fees listed for training groups are for mem-
bers of the Systems-Centered® Training and
Research Institute. Non-member fees are:

• 90 minute training groups are an
additional $5.

• Half-day or Full-day events  are an
additional $25.

Note the new number!

SCTRI  Telephone Bridge

(620) 584-8200

PIN 999678
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SCT Reports and Updates
From the Director

I am excited, pleased and privileged to be saying hello to
you from my new role as Director of SCTRI. This is a period
of discovery and exploration for me, learning about the role
of director and finding new ways, seemingly every week now,
in which to take up more of the responsibilities of the role.
And I am even having a bit of fun in some of these discoveries!

As important as it is to me personally, my stepping into
the role of director is even more significant as a marker for
our organization’s development and all of the work that so
many of us have done to arrive at this transition. From the
very beginning, Yvonne, in her many roles, including the role
of developer of the SCT methods, has been a major driving
force in the creation and development of SCTRI. Not surpris-
ingly, our organization’s challenge has been to develop our
other resources so that SCT and SCTRI can stand and grow
on its own, beyond Yvonne’s lifetime and contributions. So
this transition to a new director is an important organizational
milestone for us and one we are have been working towards
since SCTRI was founded in 1995.

Meeting this challenge has meant developing our ability
to take our authority and to increasingly understand what taking
up the member role in our organization requires. We have also
done much work in separating and individuating along the
way, both from Yvonne as a person and as our founding
director, and from old , stereotyped role relationships with
ourselves, in order to be able to fully take our organizational
roles. Many of you have contributed to this work, which has
paved the way for SCTRI taking up its autonomy as an
organization.

At the very beginning, the early form of our organization
was incubated in weekly meetings by Yvonne, Fran Carter,
Claudia Byram, and Anita Simon who met weekly. We now
have a Management Group with the authority, accountability
and responsibility for the organization (composed of members
who are post-authority group in their training and have interest
and resources for managing the organization). The
management group meets twice a year and gives its
plenipotentiary power for the ongoing policy decisions to the
Steering Group, who meet weekly on the phone bridge.

Taking the challenge of developing our organization to
heart has meant using our SCT methods and theory in the
crucible of real life. (As a side benefit, this has given us an
important arena to practice applying SCT in an organizational
context and develop organizational applications of SCT, many
of which are still being developed by The Management Group,
Steering Group, and the many work groups. In this process,
we have had much practice: learning to separate the person
(who has the resources and raw material/energy) from the role;

remembering that without the person energy, the role cannot
be implemented; clarifying organizational roles in our various
work contexts, and the ongoing work of separating person
from role.

I am grateful for all the work we have done already as I
am now learning to take up the director role. I am discovering
that in fact one of my first challenges is in getting clear on the
director role itself separate from the person Yvonne! This has
helped me manage the problem of feeling daunted about “fol-
lowing in Yvonne’s footsteps” by re-framing my work as a
process of developing and discriminating the role of director
in a way that is functional for the organization (in a way, mak-
ing the director role, visible).  In fact, in many ways discrimi-
nating the role of director from all of the other roles Yvonne
has taken in SCTRI (some of which she is continuing in), is
helping me understand our organizational structure more fully.

Here is what I know so far
One of the major goals of the role of director is to hold

the vision function for the organization, to bring in the voice
for our values and vision as we work out organizational poli-
cies and decisions. In addition, the role has the responsibility
of monitoring the organization’s functioning, both within the
interface with larger contexts.  The other piece about the di-
rector role is that it continues the continuity in the ongoing
day to day management of the organization, unlike the steer-
ing group which is dissolved and reconstituted every 6 months
at each management group meeting.  Thus, the director role
holds management continuity in the organization.

I am very fortunate to have the support and expertise of
both the management group and the steering group (as well as
a willing and able consultant in the role of our founding di-
rector, Yvonne) as I continue to learn and clarify my new  role
and learn more about how to bring my resources to it. I was
quite aware of feeling the support of being part of an organi-
zation in transition (having a subgroup actually) when the
management group selected me as director last fall. I was par-
ticularly moved as we worked with the transition to watch
members literally stepping in at all levels to take new roles
using the criteria of having the resources to do the role, per-
sonally being able to contribute the resources and knowing
there was an organizational need or gap that needed filling.

And I look forward to working with many of you as we
go forward as an organization and in the development of
SCTRI and the practice of SCT, continuing to discover what
kind of organization we become as we apply SCT to our orga-
nization and continue to develop and transform.

I look forward to seeing many of you at the April confer-
ence.—Susan Gantt sgantt@systemscentered.com
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Conference 2003
In April we will open the curtain on our fourth annual

international conference. What a way we’ve come together!
As Yvonne steps down as director, Susan Gantt is leading us
into our largest, most diverse conference yet. How fitting it
is that she and Yvonne will present us with their leading edge
work together on working with roles on Friday afternoon,
culminating a week of learnings and discoveries.

But let’s start at the beginning. The weekend institutes
once again offer intensives in SAVI, Empathic Attunement,
Conflict Resolution, and Foundation Level Training. A full
deck of possibilities. Then, for the first time, the Five Day
Conference opens on Sunday evening, with the Large Group
led by Yvonne and the conference staff, followed by a cock-
tail party. Our morning offerings this year include newly of-
fered intermediate and advanced on-going workshops, along
with the beginning and intermediate opportunities. These in-
clude five mornings of intermediate and advance observer
training, advanced practicum training group, and an advanced
practicum in developing skill in providing consultation. Ex-
citing new adventures.

On a different track, there are workshops pertinent to
organizational applications and education available in every
afternoon time slot, as well as in two of the weekend insti-
tutes. Research and case presentations are also well repre-
sented, including “Updating the ‘R’ in SCTRI.”

Fun? Did someone ask about fun? As you have read in
the brochure, there’s plenty of time set aside for greeting and
reconnecting: Friday and Sunday evening cocktail parties, a
Tuesday night dinner complete with dance floor available,
and our Thursday night fundraising party. In addition, there
are luncheon opportunities to interact around organizational
development, greeting newcomers to SCT or the conference,
working with children and families, and a Friday lunch op-
portunity to see SCT in action in an organizational context
in our open business meeting. The early mornings from Mon-
day to Friday, we will be offering optional body centering
and movement to begin the day for those early risers. Be
sure to check out the web (systemscentered.com) or send an
interested friend, for a more thorough description of each
workshop and information on the presenters.

We are on track to offer for sale two tapes from the video
project that took place in Austin this past May. The first tape
captures Yvonne and Susan Gantt leading a very moving ten-
session group that demonstrates the power of SCT methods.
The tapes show the entire group at all times, thanks to the
use of three cameras used for all sessions, as the group pro-
ceeds through the phases of development. All ten sessions,
free of editing, will be on sale, along with a second tape of
Yvonne’s 90-minute public lecture with 140 participants lis-
tening to her talk about the Theory of Living Human Sys-
tems and the methods of SCT in clinical and organizational
work.

Of course, the whole event is taking place in the most
historic square mile in the United States. We’ll be a block

from the where it all began, and the hotel insists several of
the signers of the constitution are buried right on the prop-
erty (Be sure to pay your bill!) There are many fun events
planned for Wednesday afternoon, and we’re close to an
amazing number of great restaurants and clubs. So bring
your families, bring your colleagues, come one come all,
and we’ll see you in April! t

—Susan Cassano

RESEARCH ACTION GROUP
The research group has been very busy. Larry Ladden

continues to manage the ongoing data collection for the Anxi-
ety Protocol Research Project. This began last summer in
Austin with Yvonne Agazarian and Susan Gantt doing vid-
eotaped therapy with people on whom research data was col-
lected. Larry is currently working on having more subjects
enrolled in the project with other licensed SCT therapists
using the protocol.

Rich O’Neill submitted a grant application to the Ameri-
can Group Psychotherapy Foundation. The proposed project
would compare outcome of former psychiatric inpatients dis-
charged into standard psychiatric care plus SCT group, stan-
dard care plus Dialectical Behavior Therapy group, or stan-
dard psychiatric care alone. The proposal is currently under
review. Rich also submitted a similar project for consider-
ation to his own University’s grant committee. We’re keep-
ing our fingers crossed!

Rich also reported that the penultimate data set was col-
lected in the fall on the current Authority Issue Group. This
data is being scored and will be entered into the data file in
the next several months. The last data set on this group will
be collected at their final meeting at the Conference. Anyone
interested in collaborating on papers using this data set should
contact Rich.

Rich also collected data on an athletic team for which he
did a “Goalsetting, Goalgetting” workshop in December. Half
of the team participated in a subgrouping-based discussion
of driving and restraining forces to goalsetting and
goalgetting. The other half of the team participated in a similar
discussion but without utilizing subgrouping. The data on
this project has been scored and is awaiting data entry and
analysis. The second phase of this project will begin this
Spring.

Phyllis Goltra will be hosting an hour-long research pre-
sentation at the Conference. This will be an opportunity for
any SCT researchers to briefly present their findings, what
difficulties they encountered in doing the research, and their
surprises and learnings.

Finally, we have recognized that as a group we do not
have sufficient resources to do the research we believe would
be maximally beneficial for SCTRI. We have discussed this
with the Steering Group and are supporting the effort to ob-
tain other grant funding. Also, we are looking to interest re-
searchers outside SCTRI in working with us. We believe a
concerted research effort holds the promise of bringing wide-
spread attention to what is unique about SCT.
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If anyone has a research project on SCT, email or call
Phyllis Goltra (phgoltra@earthlink.net or 215-545-8441) to
discuss offering a 10-minute presentation at SCT Confer-
ence 2003. t

—Ron Coleman, Phyllis Goltra,
Doug Johnson, Larry Ladden, Rich O’Neill

ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT & EDUCATION

DEVELOPMENT - CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

WORK GROUP (OD/ED CURRICULUM

DEVELOPMENT WORK GROUP)
After the SCT conference of 2001, the Steering Com-

mittee charged the Training and Development group to de-
velop curriculum for those applying SCT to organizational
development and education. Their delegation was a response
to the increased interest in these two areas of application.

We worked for a year and half on this project, with en-
thusiasm and tenacity! Our main output was the information
gathered from members who had experience in these appli-
cation areas regarding: how they were applying SCT theory
and methods; the SCT training they had received which en-
abled them to make the application; and, the training they
would recommend for individuals who wish to develop skills
in these areas of application.

Another important outcome was that, in January of this
year, several new members volunteered for the work group!
Our “new” consolidated group has ten members: Ben Ben-
jamin, Catherine Brown, Julie Fellows, Lucy Fine, Susan
Gantt, Larry Ladden, Irene McHenry, Jane Maloney, Verena
Murphy and Beulah Trey. This new group represents a sig-
nificant change in membership. The most stable member-
ship in our prior group came from Susan Gantt, Anita Simon,
and Jane Maloney.

In adding new members we found it important to clarify
our purpose and to review our origin, as a group authorized
by the Steering Committee. In the course of the review we
also re-focused and re-named ourselves!  Our new name is
the “OD/ED Curriculum Development Work Group”, better
reflecting our purpose. This feels quite important.

We also outlined a structure for the first phase of our
work. We have a sub-group working with the “gold sheets”,
written protocols which describe the SCT methods used to
reduce defenses. This sub-group is creating adapted versions
of the methods that are appropriate for use in organizations.
Our larger group has set the goal of learning from one an-
other by sharing and exploring case material with a focus on
discovering how we affect change at the level of the whole
organization, the sub-group, the role and the individual. Our
exploration will move back and forth between theory and
practice.

Before writing this note I reviewed the minutes from the
first two meetings of the Training and Development group in
June and July 2001 to see if I could find the spirit of the

group as it began. Susan Gantt’s minutes included the fol-
lowing passage:

“We want to keep the strong sense excitement in the
group, and stay with the job of thinking and brainstorming,
rather than doing. By reminding ourselves of the manage-
ment group charge to us to brainstorm, we discriminated
that this group’s function is to build a new path different
from TAG who had become over determined with work and
product. In fact, the energy for this group rally emerged from
the “anti” subgroup in the management group who recog-
nized that we were losing our energy for work in becoming
overly structured. With strong support for maintaining the
spirit of “anti” and energy, the challenge then is how to in-
clude brainstorming ideas without it becoming seen as prod-
uct with us taking it on as things to do and losing our en-
ergy.”

I recall that our early group also came from a desire to
find alternate paths to SCT licensing for those individuals
who are not therapists. I am curious to see if or how our new
OD/ED Curriculum Development Workgroup will work with
the “alternate” and “anti” energy as we move into action.

Our group usually meets via the telephone bridge. We
are planning to meet in-person in Philadelphia during the
conference midweek break, on Wednesday afternoon April
9th from 1:00 pm to 6:00 pm.t

—Jane Maloney

LICENSING ACTION GROUP
The Licensing Action Group has been hard at work and

has given itself the deadline of a month after the spring con-
ference to complete its task! The group has done a leader-
ship practicum with each other during which we documented
each member’s leadership, and is currently establishing cri-
teria by which we can measure each members understand-
ing of Systems Centered theory and practice and approving
a format which we will use to evaluate a work sample from a
professional context.

Throughout this journey we have been learning how to
balance the task of moving through the phases of develop-
ment to become a working group with the task of getting our
job done. This has been quite a rigorous call to stand in our
own authority, to give and receive meaningful feedback, and
to forge a functional and authentic dependency on each other!
(As well as to notice and continue to work with all the ways in
which we are inauthentic, uncentered and not in our authority!)

In the context of Yvonne stepping out of the director-
ship, our sense is that our work is isomorphic to the current
work of SCTRI as a whole and an opportunity to really get
SCT theory and practice into our bones. With some turbu-
lence, we are very proud of the work that we have done and
are looking forward to completion with excitement. Hope-
fully we will be able to leave a well marked trail for the next
licensing group to follow and build on. A more detailed re-
port of our experience will be written for the summer news-
letter after we have successfully reached our goals. t

—Michael Robbins

RESEARCH ACTION GROUP—CONTINUED
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THE NEW MEMBERSHIP ACTION GROUP
This year has been a momentous one for SCTRI! Most

importantly, we have successfully and smoothly made a tran-
sition from Yvonne as our director to welcoming Susan Gantt
as the new Director of SCTRI. Yvonne will be focusing her
energies on training and writing and away from the day to
day administration of SCTRI. As you can imagine this is a
huge step for her as well as for us! This separation is both a
benchmark of our organizational maturity and a challenge to
all of us to truly function as a working group and to create
the conditions in which our young organization can continue
to develop and thrive.

Another achievement this year is that for the first time
ever SCTRI is operating financially in the black. This is due
both to the income which we have been able to generate from
the conference and most importantly from your membership
dues. The management group is currently in the process of
deciding where to allocate these extra funds. High on our list
are funding a researcher to assess the effectiveness of Sys-
tems Centered methods in dealing with a variety of prob-
lems, video education projects, outreach, hiring a professional
fundraiser and creating an organizational development and
education track within SCT. In order to continue to support
all of this important growth, the management group has de-
cided to keep the annual dues at $150 and to form a new
Membership Action Group which will focus on membership
separately from the Public Relations Action Group. Some of
the functions of the new Membership Action Group will be
to build and maintain membership and to make old and new
members more aware of their membership benefits. MAG
would also welcome new action group members! If you are
interested, please contact Michael Robbins or Jim Peightel.

As you can see, this is an exciting time for SCTRI and
your membership and energetic support is needed more then
ever. We continue to emphasize “more if you can, less if you
cannot”, our policy which reflects our ongoing value that
money not be a prohibiting or restraining force to member-
ship and training. Recognizing that our members are this
organization’s primary resource, we hope you will renew your
membership and will continue to participate in the develop-
ment of SCTRI.

We thank you for your past support and look forward to
our working together in 2003. t

—Michael Robbins and Jim Peightel

WORKSHOP WEEKEND IN STOCKHOLM AND THE

DEVELOPING OF SCT EUROPE
Sandahl Partners Sweden is a group of organisational

development and management consultants who have a long
interest in SCT and the great professional joy of being able
to integrate some parts of SCT in our daily work. SCT has
had the added advantage of providing us with a common
language for our work and a source of development for our
professional skills. Yvonne Agazarian and Susan Gantt have
also worked within our organisation in the role of consult-

ants. (The role of SCT in our development as a company
will be given an in depth coverage by Anna-Lena Sundlin
and Susan Gantt when they will have the opportunity of shar-
ing it with you in the upcoming conference in Philadelphia –
workshop session #15).

Our winter workshop in Stockholm had three goals. To
enable consultants within Sandahl Partners to gain more ex-
perience of SCT. (Anna-Lena Sundlin and Eva Birgerson both
were in the roles of co-consultant to Yvonne and Susan whilst
the other members of Sandahl Partners were in the roles of
group members in the experiential training).

Another of our goals was to share our experiences of
SCT with customers, clients and quite a few rivals in a foun-
dation training group lead by Yvonne Agazarian and Eva
Birgerson. We had the wish to excite interest and further de-
velop relationships between Sandahl Partners and our cus-
tomers whilst having the opportunity to share a number of
common perspectives in relationship to how to work with
groups and organisations.

The third goal was to initiate a new training platform in
Europe.

It was a three-day workshop starting on St. Valentines
day the 14th of February and continuing until Sunday the 16th

with two different levels. The foundation training was led by
Yvonne and Eva who worked with Sandahls customers (and
rivals), intermediate training was led by Susan and Anna-
Lena. The intermediate training group was largely made up
from consultants within Sandahl Partners as well as a few
members with training experience from other organisations
in Sweden. We had the same ambition—to be able to train in
the role of consultant using SCT skills. So both workshops
were a mix of experiential training, theory and discussion.

There was a huge amount of interest and some worry
about just how many people we could squeeze into the room
available. All in all we had 26 people in our foundation group
and 16 in the intermediate workshop. Fortunately the setting
was really magnificent and very spacious. In the palace of a
Dutch sea captain from the 17th century called the Van Der
Nootska.

I think that most of us from Sandahls who worked in the
intermediate group used most of the coffee breaks to get back
to customers and clients, trying to find out if they were sur-
viving, and perhaps even developing. I followed in particu-
lar a customer who said that he was about ready to leave
after the first day and on the third day used words like tre-
mendous, incredible and immensely important for him.

Here are some testimonials from some foundation group
in answer to the question: What it did it mean to you to work
within the very structured setting of the workshop?

“A feeling of security… The very clear methodology en-
abled me try certain things…”

“This has been a fantastic eye-opener, however the
greater part still remains to be done, to start working with
more feeling.”

“Can maintain focus on my work much easier, have a
structure to base on.”
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“A lot. Good balance between structure and process.
Very useful.”

“ Security. Space to emotionally reflect, and develop new
parts of myself. Energy!”

“ The structure gave support and the confidence to try
something new. Nice that times are kept and what has been
agreed on is carried through.”

“A good supportive structure. I would have wanted the
goal more explicitly stated in the invitation as Yvonne
Agazarian expressed it all the time as Learning to subgroup.”

“It was incredibly instructive, inspiring and efficient.”
“A very stimulating and strong experience, very liberat-

ing with the theoretical connections, a very strong experi-
ence of a great deal of learning. I feel as though I have rec-
ognized new things and feel also that I need more.”

The intermediate group became in effect the first inter-
mediate training group of a budding Europe SCT. The group
made plans for its construction and will be inviting a trainer
from Britain to join all of us in Sweden and perhaps
Scandinavia with huge amounts of energy, fun and a great
deal of intense curiosity.

(And by the way, the weather was lovely, only -2 de-
grees centigrade and lots of warm pre -Spring sunshine).

—Anna-Lena Sundlin, Eva Birgerson and
Chris McIlroy Sandahl Partners Sweden

SCTRI-AUSTIN

CONTINUES ITS PROGRESSIVE COURSE
As I write this, it’s one of those cool, yet stunningly bright

and clear winter days here in Central Texas, a day more given
to hiking or sailing than sitting in front of a computer moni-
tor. Lest you start to believe this victim role, let me assure
you that I just returned from a picnic at the lake where I
watched several sail boats set out in strong gusty winds to do
the hard work of tacking back and forth across the wind to-
ward a predetermined location. It makes me think about the
work that we’ve done here in Austin to become the organiza-
tion we are now.

It’s been quite a journey since 1992, when Sydnor Sikes
and Roll Fellows first got the idea to have Yvonne come to
Austin to do some weekend training. We now have a Board
and non-profit organization status, a positive bank balance,
three weekly training groups (two Foundation level and one
Intermediate level) providing training to 26 members, an
annual Three Day Weekend Workshop and two-day OD
Training and are completing editing the work of the Video
Project that will archive the work of SCT for years to come.
Like the crew on those boats today, the Board members and
Workshop Organizers are a little overworked, and fresh crew
or lighter winds are most definitely in order.

Indeed, lighter winds are forecast, since it will be Janu-
ary 2004 before we put on the next Weekend Workshop and
OD Training, a change that was made to help spread out the
national training opportunities across the year. So look for
SCTRI-Austin to continue its progressive course, taking just
a slight downwind leg for a few months while some of our

continued next page

more energetic crew (Susan Cassano, Rich Armington, Joy
Luther and Jan Quirl) man the tiller and weigh anchor on the
two-masted Conference 2003 schooner.

October 2002 Weekend Training and
Two-Day OD Trainin g

Increased complexity and training opportunities
abounded at this years workshops. It was also the first time
that Austin and the Bay Area shared staff training resources
and there is much curiosity about how this resource sharing
might continue. The weekend workshop was led by Susan
Gantt, with Susan Cassano in the role of co-leader in the
Foundation Group and Rich Armington in the role of co-
leader in the Intermediate Group. Training in the Container
and Observer roles was also provided.

We had three staff (Linda Scott, Susan Lange and Joy
Luther) and three staff in training (Rick Campa, Neil Snipes
and Katherine Straznickas) allowing staff and staff-in-train-
ing alike to develop increased learnings in authority issues,
and greater discriminations related to role, goal and context.
In addition, Susan Lange, Rick Campa and Rich Armington
took on the job of developing the Observer Role and begin-
ning to discriminate the clinical versus the organizational lens
in this role and to develop the observers’ research skills. Su-
san Lange, who headed up the observer group, reports that:

“We began by being interested in ways to collect data
about group development from simple to complex. We wanted
to track behaviors that are relevant both to clinicians and to
organizational consultants and thought that responses to dif-
ferences is relevant to both applications. We were also very
hopeful about discovering methods for operationalizing dis-
crimination and integration of difference. We had the idea to
look at subgrouping behavior and build upon the familiar
teaching piece of push, wave and row and said that if a group
member responded with a difference, this was like a push;
responding with an ambiguous or neutral behavior was like
a wave; and responding with a similarity was a row. Finally
we had an over-arching goal of keeping whatever we did
simple so that observation periods would be fun as well as
interesting. We provided data collection sheets with time in-
tervals indicated and each observer choose what he or she
would track. We learned from the process and rediscovered
the challenges and rewards inherent in informal research.”
(There will be observer training at Conference 2003, led by
Susan Lange and Phyllis Goltra. Contact Susan at
Slange@interface-samaritan.com.)

And in the Intermediate Group processing time, Rich A
(in the role of consultant to the group) and the group explic-
itly developed the processing times as a task group that had
the goal of processing experiential work. This led to the group
gaining increased awareness of the isomorphy between the
work of the task group and the experiential work and, with
great excitement, discovered, in vivo, that paying attention
to the process while doing a task facilitates the work of the
task.
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Austin continued its pioneering stance in the work of
SCT with Organizations by hosting the first two day training
in Organizational Development, led by Susan Gantt, follow-
ing the October weekend. According to Juli Fellows, long
time OD oriented SCTRI member, the “two-day format al-
lowed us more time for role plays and in-depth understand-
ing of how the concepts play out in organizations. SCT seems
to be solidifying which theoretical concepts and tools are
most appropriate in an organizational setting and the crisp-
ness and clarity of the workshops continues to increase.”

Video Project
Work is continuing on the Video Project that Austin

members initiated last May. At that time, Yvonne and Susan
Gantt led a ten session SCT therapy group, all of which was
videotaped. Rich is working with Tom the video editor on
compiling all the group sessions for use by Yvonne and Su-
san at their presentation at AGPA in February. They also plan
to have all 10 sessions available for sale at Conference 2003.
According to Rich, “the tapes are a great way to view an
entire life of a ten session therapy group and see many mov-
ing moments and rather significant change in a relatively short
time.”

Another major part of May’s video project was the for-
mal research that was done on the practice of SCT and Gen-
eralized Anxiety Disorder. The research psychologist, Susan
Odom is continuing to do follow-up on the research partici-
pants and she will be presenting an update at Conference
2003. (Look for her update at the workshop entitled “What’s
New in Research: Updating the ‘R’ in SCTRI.”) And, thanks
to Josh Race from Massachusetts, there is work in progress
to have the lecture Yvonne made while she was here for the
Video Tape Project (attended by an audience of 140 people)
available for sale at the Conference in videotape or DVD
format! This should be a valuable lecture to have to intro-
duce others to the theory of living human systems and its
systems-centered practice.

Yes, it’s been a worthwhile sail and we’re still on a pro-
gressive course. Thanks to all our members who have helped
us get this far. t

—Joy Luther

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA

SCT COMMUNITY
Greetings from the Bay Area SCT Community. Things

are continuing to grow in orderly and unpredictable ways
here in the Bay Area. We had a very productive 3 hour ‘com-
munity meeting’ in the Fall where the following organiza-
tional structures and names emerged:

SCT Bay Area Board- membership criteria is that a per-
son is committed to financially supporting Susan Gantt’s fee
for the every other month Training Day we have with her-
The goal of this Board is to oversee the survival and devel-
opment of SCT oriented theory and practice in the Bay Area.
This body will meet every three months. We currently have
10 members on the Board.

SCT Bay Area Steering committee- membership crite-
ria is being a member of the board who commits to meeting
once a month in person or over the phone. Goal is to main-
tain and sharpen our focus on the survival/developmental
goals of the Board. We are starting this committee with 4
members.

These structures are isomorphic to SCTRI and SCTRI-
Austin. We are interested in finding out about how we will
uniquely develop as well. For example, the SCT Bay Area
community is finding it very useful to communicate via our
internal internet site called QuickTopic. We had a very inter-
esting learning experience in how phases of group develop-
ment can manifest themselves in QuickTopic communica-
tions about our Holiday Party! We learned alot through this
process and ended up having a great Holiday Party!
We welcome folks who are thinking of traveling in 2003 to
San Francisco/Bay Area to come at a time when we have our
Training Days (March 7th, May 16th, July 11th, October and
December dates TBA). SCT in the context of the Bay Area is
an experience not to be missed! t

Warm Regards,
John Straznickas for the  SCT Bay Area Community

SCTRI-AUSTIN—CONTINUED

Public Lecture by Yvonne Agazarian (1 tape) $8

Combination set(s) 7 Skill Training Lectures plus
3 Weekend Lectures (5 tapes) Special Price $40

Indicate preference of speaker for each part (see options
below):

Skill Training choice: ________________________
Weekend Lecture choice: ____________________

Set(s) of 7 Skill Training Lectures-Austin (4 tapes) $30
Indicate preference of speaker:

___Yvonne Agazarian (Sept . 2001)
___Fran Carter (Apr. 1999)
___Larry Ladden (Apr. 2001)

Set(s) of 3 Weekend Workshop Lectures (1 tape) $15
Indicate preference of speaker:

___Yvonne Agazarian (Dec . 2001)
___Susan Gantt (Oct. 2001)

Introduction to Business Consultation (2 tapes) $20

Brief Business Consultation Lecture (1 tape) $8

USA Postage Rates (based on total tapes ordered)
1 Tape: add $1.10 2 tapes: add $1.80
3-5 Tapes: add $3.30 6+ tapes: add $4.00

Make check payable to:  Yvonne Agazarian  and send to:
 Elizabeth Parks, 1321 A Stillwood Dr, Atlanta, GA 30306

TOTAL ENCLOSED: $ _______

Name:

Address:

Phone:

Fax:

Order SCT Training Audio Tapes
Most recently recorded set will be sent,

unless otherwise indicated.
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Systems-Centered ® Training and Research Institute
Membership Application

Membership Benefits:
• Bi-Annual Systems-Centered Training News • Peer Mentorship and Consultation
• SCTRI Membership Directory • Lower Fees for Training Groups
• Membership Section of SCTRI Web Site • Monthly Drop-In Study Group on the Phone

One must be an active member in the Systems-Centered Training and Research Institute to:

• apply for a license to use the SCT trademark • participate in the SCTRI Action Groups
• to participate in the Intermediate Skill Training • be eligible for work exchange program

SCTRI members serve as mentors to one another and make themselves
available for 10 minute free consultations.

Please check appropriate box: SCTRI New Member  SCTRI Renewal

Name: Degree

Mailing Address:

Home Phone: Work Phone:
Fax: E-mail:

Please subscribe me to the SCTRI listserve so that I can stay up to date on what’s happening
Are you willing to host/house visitors from out of town or foreign countries? Yes No

House Host Arrange for visit to hospitals or clinics

Discipline:

Specialties and Areas of Expertise:

FEES (more or less*): Introductory New Member Rate: $100       Renewal: $150       Full-Time Student: $30

*Membership is available to anyone who wants to join. If you can afford to pay more than the stated rates, your
additional contribution will further support the work of our organization. Otherwise, we welcome your membership
for a fee at-or-below the stated rates. You are free to decide what is affordable for you.

Enclosed is a check for $   payable to SCTRI/RHD, or

Charge  to Visa, MC, or Am Express (please circle type of credit card) :

Name of credit card holder & card number:

Expiration date:   Signature:

Send to: SCTRI Membership, 2103 N. Decatur Rd. #298, Decatur, GA 30033 • Fax (404) 378-8970
The Systems-Centered® Training and Research Institute is a division of Resources for Human Development, Inc., a registered charitable organization. SCT®,

Systems-Centered®, and Systems-Centered Therapy® are registered trademarks of Dr. Yvonne M. Agazarian and the Systems-Centered Training & Research Institute.
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SYSTEMS-CENTERED®

TRAINING EVENTS AND WORKSHOPS

YEAR-ROUND

SEE NOTICE BOARD INSIDE, BEGINNING PAGE 9

NEW IN PHILADELPHIA : THURSDAY SCT  TRAINING GROUP
This Foundation level group is for people new or nearly-new to SCT and will combine theory and methods

with experiential work. The group is appropriate for those interested in exploring SCT, for those interested in exploring
themselves in a systems-centered context, as well as those who think they would like to go on to more

extensive SCT training. Participants work as a member of an experiential training group using the group process
as the basis for leaning the methods and techniques of systems-centered practice.

Taking up group membership involves learning the systems-centered methods of boundarying, subgrouping,
vectoring and contextualizing in the phases of group development. Each meeting will consist of a brief theory lecture

and discussion, an experiential group and a review of the work of the day.

ON THE SCT PHONE BRIDGE: WEDNESDAY FOUNDATION THEORY GROUP
For newer members interested in building an SCT group to explore the

Theory of Living Human Systems and Systems-Centered practice.

More Inside...


